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Featured Application: Multi-quantum-well light-emitting diodes, multi-color light emitters,
white-light emitters.

Abstract: Incorporation into the multi-layered active region of a semiconductor light-emitting
structure specially designed intermediate carrier blocking layers (IBLs) allows efficient control over
the carrier injection distribution across the structure’s active region to match the application-driven
device injection characteristics. This approach has been successfully applied to control the color
characteristics of monolithic multi-color light-emitting diodes (LEDs). We further exemplify the
method’s versatility by demonstrating the IBL design of III-nitride multiple-quantum-well (MQW)
light-emitting diode with active quantum wells uniformly populated at LED operational current.
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1. Introduction

Inhomogeneous carrier injection and an uneven population of optically active quantum wells
unfavorably affects the performance of multiple-quantum-well (MQW) light emitters [1]. In III-nitride
based LED structures, inferior hole transport is the commonly accepted source of inhomogeneous
injection [2]. The excessive depth of InGaN quantum wells employed in visible-range light emitters
and related increases in quantum well (QW) population capacity, however, are equally important
causes of injection non-uniformity [3].

In light emitters based on other III–V materials (for instance, mid-infrared lasers), shallow and
relatively wide quantum wells can be uniformly populated by efficient carrier exchange with highly
mobile free-carrier subsystems [4]. Net confined charges of such quantum wells in LED operation mode
are usually small. On the contrary, in deep-QW III-nitride heterostructures, the exchange between
mobile and confined carriers is strongly biased toward the capture process. The latter is adversely
affected by ballistic overshoot phenomena and becomes increasingly inefficient for narrow InGaN
quantum well layers. As a result, the final established balance between the slow carrier capture and
fast intra-QW recombination keeps the dynamic quantum well populations in profoundly away from
equilibrium, and in case of different rates of electron and hole capture, also increases the net confined
QW charge. In excessively deep green or red-emitting QWs, the deviation of confined carriers from an
equilibrium with a mobile carrier subsystem becomes progressively stronger [5].

Since electrons and holes are injected from the opposite sides of the diode structure, their
uneven distribution across the active region further upholds the inequality between quantum-confined
electron-and-hole populations, which is especially noticeable in marginally located n-side and p-side
quantum wells [6]. Residual confined charges, in turn, distort the active region’s potential profile,
and depending on the structure polarity, can either promote the quantum well ballistic overshoot [7]
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or enhance the carrier capture [8]. In c-plane polar III-nitride MQW LEDs, the resulting injection
distribution usually favors the marginal p-side QW [9] which is amply populated with low-mobility
holes, and therefore, always sustains enough net positive charge to attract mobile electrons for capture
and recombination.

The mutual interdependence between QW populations and MQW injection distribution underlines
the complexity of MQW device design and calls for application-dependent active region optimization.
A strong interaction between different design elements makes MQW light emitter a nonlinear distributed
system [1] so that all the active region constituents should be optimized simultaneously. In our approach,
MQW injection rebalancing for a particular application is accomplished by including into the active
region specially designed intermediate carrier blocking layers (IBLs) [10]; see Figure 1. The IBL
design is comprised of both compositional and doping optimization and should be correlated with
active quantum well compositions. The optimal IBL layout would also essentially depend on the
required LED operational conditions like nominal bias voltage or injection current. This approach has
been successfully applied to achieve the first full-color tunable monolithic LED covering complete
RGB gamut [11,12], and recently, has been used to implement a white-color LED with tunable
color temperature [13]. In this paper, we demonstrate yet another example of the IBL design of
III-nitride MQW LED active region featuring a uniform population of active quantum wells at LED
operational voltage.
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The dashed-dotted line represents the internal built-in potential distribution across the active region.

2. Methods

For carrier transport simulation, the mobile electron and hole subsystems were further split into
the drift-diffusion and high-energy parts, each assigned with different kinetic characteristics, such
as carrier relaxation times, mobility, etc. [5]. The drift-diffusion carrier subsystems are described
by equations of the standard drift-diffusion transport model complemented with rate equations for
confined dynamic (non-equilibrium) QW populations, separately for each quantum well and for
each type of carrier [6]. The high-energy electron subsystem includes Auger electrons supplied by
intra-QW Auger recombination. High-energy electrons are assumed to fully relax into drift-diffusion
electron subsystems within the span of the LED active region with characteristic relaxation time of 1 ps.
Due to the much faster hole relaxation, the high-energy hole subsystem has not been included into the
simulation. Low-energy drift-diffusion mobile carriers were assumed to be the only source of capture
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for QW-confined carriers; direct capture from the high-energy subsystem was ignored. Still, in the
presence of barriers, high-energy Auger electrons can play a noticeable part in inter-QW transport,
and therefore, affect MQW injection distribution [7,8]. Quasi-ballistic QW overshoot was incorporated
into the drift-diffusion transport simulation by combining the QW capture characteristics with mobile
low-energy carrier transit and relaxation times [14]. The final model equation system was solved by
standard COMSOL Multiphysics® numerical solver without use of any specific application modules.

3. Results

The active region of monochromatic blue and green-emitting LEDs studied in this work includes
three identical 4 nm-wide GaInN QWs separated by 20 nm wide regions designed with or without
the IBLs. In plain-barrier design, the regions separating the active QWs consist of GaN plain barriers
only, while in IBL-designed structures, these regions comprise a 12 nm wide AlGaN IBL interposed
between two adjacent QW barrier layers with 4 nm wide GaN buffers on each side. Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the active region layouts. In this example study, only Al compositions and doping levels of
the IBLs have been varied, while the inter-QW separation was kept the same in all simulated structures
to facilitate comparison between IBL and plain-barrier designs. LED layout also includes an external
p+-doped 20 nm Al0.15Ga0.85N electron blocking layer (EBL) located on the p-side of the active region.
Modeling shows, however, that the external EBL, while suppressing the electron leakage, can hardly
affect the uniformity of MQW-carrier distribution across the active region at LED operational currents,
and therefore, provides little impact on relative QW injection [3].
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Figure 2. Recombination rate profiles across the active region of (a) blue-emitting and (b) green-emitting
LEDs at a nominal injection current of 50 A/cm2. Dashed lines indicate the radiative recombination rates.

QW radiative characteristics used in our example simulations are listed in Table 1. QW parameters
have been calculated by independent QW simulation [5] assuming 40% values of interface polarization
charges and using band structure characteristics taken from a single source [15]. We also adopted a
conduction band–valence band offset ratio of 0.6/0.4 established by the analysis of carrier leakage [16].
It should be noted that in a III-nitride material system, the characteristic parameter values have
large variances, especially in the quantum wells. For our illustrative study, we tried to avoid the
extremities of specific models and used parameter values which represent only the main features
of the material system, which are the steady decrease of radiative and Shockley–Reed–Hall (SRH)
recombination rate coefficients with increasing QW emission wavelength [17]. Parameter values in
Table 1 represent this trend. The increase of SRH lifetimes in QWs with higher indium compositions
corresponds to the higher level of compositional fluctuations which prevent the carriers from diffusing
to SRH recombination centers [18,19]. Moderate variation of radiative recombination coefficients is
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due to efficient intra-QW polarization charge screening at high injection levels [20] paired with the
possible balancing effect of compositional fluctuations in long-wavelength emitting QWs [21]. Auger
coefficients for different QWs were assumed to be similar according to reference [17]. The relatively
high values of QW Auger coefficients account for the enhancement of Auger processes in narrow
QWs [22] which complies with the currently dominant view on the efficiency droop in III-nitrides
as Auger-related phenomena [23,24]. The example values of the layer (2D) and bulk (3D) Auger
coefficients are within the range of reported experimental findings [25–27]. The increase of capture
times qualitatively reflects stronger carrier overshoot of QWs with higher polarization barriers [28].

Table 1. QW and bulk material parameters.

QWs (Blue/Green/Red) Bulk Material

Capture time, ps 5/10/20 Mobility (electrons/holes), cm2/V·s 200/10
SRH lifetime, ns 20/40/60 SRH lifetime, ns 1.0

Auger coefficient, 10−16 cm4/s 1.0/1.0/1.0 Auger coefficient, 10−30 cm6/s 1.0
Radiative constant 1, 10−5 cm2/s 3.0/1.5/1.0 Radiative constant, 10−10 cm3/s 1.0

QW emission, nm 440/530/650 Energy relaxation time, ps 1.0
1 For the nominal population 1013 cm−2.

Calculated band profiles of plain-barrier and IBL-designed LEDs simulated at the same with
injection levels of 50 A/cm2 are compared in Figure 1. The figure subplots also show the quasi-Fermi
levels for mobile carriers controlled by drift-diffusion transport and the internal potential distribution
inside the active region. Apparently, the IBL active region design, at the expense of slightly higher
LED operational voltage of about 0.1 V per IBL, provides a more favorable potential profile around
marginal n-side QWs. The extra height of the valence band profile around the n-side QW facilitates
hole accumulation and ensures better hole supply for capture and subsequent intra-QW recombination.
In plain-barrier active region LEDs, the n-side QWs are normally deprived of adequate hole injection,
and, as a result, the p-side QW dominates the LED emission. Such injection misbalance is stronger
in longer-wavelength emitting LEDs with deeper quantum wells. Figure 2 illustrates this trend
by comparing the distributions of carrier recombination rates across the active regions of blue and
green-emitting LEDs, with much higher injection and emission non-uniformity in the latter structure.

Figure 3 shows the results of IBL active region design optimization in which the IBL parameters
have been chosen to alleviate the uneven MQW injection and uniformly populate the active QWs
at a specific LED operational point. Figure 3 compares relative distributions of optical emission
power among the active QWs (Pi/

∑
Pi) for blue-emitting and green-emitting designs of three-QW

LEDs. Dashed lines present simulation results for plain-barrier LEDs without IBLs, while solid
lines show corresponding distributions for LEDs with IBLs optimized for uniform injection at the
usual LED operational current, around 50 A/cm2. For optimal operation, the injection range should
include the point of maximum LED external quantum efficiency (EQE). Simulated IBL-LEDs revealed
a relatively uniform emission distribution in quite a wide injection range of practically important
currents, 10–100 A/cm2. At the same time, plain-barrier LEDs demonstrated the expected strong
dominance of the marginal p-side QW, especially in the green-emitting LED structure.
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Figure 3. Injection dependence of multiple-quantum-well (MQW) relative optical emission in (a)
blue-emitting (b) and green-emitting LEDs with plain-barrier (dashed lines) and optimized IBL (solid
lines) active region designs. Quantum wells are counted from n-side of the active region. The area of
the uniform MQW injection is encircled.

Figure 4 presents the injection dependence of MQW emission and injection uniformity for IBL
LEDs. Uniformity characteristics are defined here as the ratios of optical emission powers Pi, and
correspondingly, intra-QW radiative recombination currents Ji for QWs with the lowest and highest
levels of the relevant characteristics; e.g., minimum (Pi)/maximum (Pi). The optimization of LED
operational conditions has not been specially considered in this work, though the peaks of calculated
uniformity characteristics correlate quite well with the position of peak EQE for blue-emitting LED.
Table 2 compares the emission uniformity characteristics of plain-barrier LEDs and IBL-LEDs at a
nominal injection current of 50 A/cm2 and shows optimized IBL aluminum compositions and acceptor
(Mg) p-doping levels.
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By combining both compositional and doping degrees of freedom, the IBL concept represents a
versatile design element. Most natural IBL design applications, however, include structures which
essentially require the injection distribution control over MQW active regions with only few QWs,
such as monolithic tunable multi-color LEDs. Color control ability of IBL the active region has been
demonstrated in the full red-green-blue (RGB) spectrum [11] and recently also used in a white-color
LED with a tunable color temperature [13]. Figure 5 presents an example of chromaticity characteristics’
control in the three-color IBL LED of the current design. Single-color quantum wells have been replaced
here with blue, green, and red-emitting QWs, and IBLs have been re-optimized to provide white color
emission at a nominal injection of 50 A/cm2; see Table 2. Figure 5a shows the chromaticity diagram of
the white-color LED with a solid black locus line spanning the LED injection range, from 0.1 A/cm2 to
5 kA/cm2. Figure 5b illustrates the evolution of the representative point on the diagram locus line; i.e.,
the injection dependence of the corresponding locus point chromaticity coordinates x, y, and z = 1
− x − y. The circles in both subplots indicate the regions of white light LED emission. To illustrate
the simulation sensitivity to IBL doping and composition, Figure 5a has been completed with two
additional locus lines for LEDs with (i) the plain-barrier active region of the same doping profile
(dashed locus line) and (ii) the active region with undoped IBLs of the same Al content (dash-dotted
locus line). Both examples clearly indicate the loss of white emission if either part of optimization is
skipped. Thin dashed lines in Figure 5b show the injection dependence of chromaticity coordinates for
an LED with an undoped plain-barrier active region.
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diagram of LED emission. Large cross markers indicate white light (black cross) and RGB main colors;
small colored cross markers show nominal QW emission locus points. (b) Injection dependence of the
chromaticity coordinates of representative points on the LED chromaticity locus line.

Table 2. IBL characteristics in simulated structures.

LED Aluminum, % Acceptors, 1017 cm−3 Pmin/Pmax

Blue, plain-barrier - - 0.114
Blue, IBL1/IBL2 23/12 3/61 0.910

Green, plain-barrier - - 0.008
Green, IBL1/IBL2 20/20 26/38 0.867
White, IBL1/IBL2 10/6 10/8 -

It is worth mentioning that both our case studies employ the physics-based model simulations,
with only typical material parameters, which renders the simulation results qualitative by nature.
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This raises the question about the critical parameters which can affect the presented values of optimized
IBL characteristics. The question cannot be unambiguously answered at this point. Since IBL design
combines the composition and doping variation, the deviations in band offsets, polarization charges
and layer widths would naturally affect the results. We emphasize, however, that QW parameters
should enter that list on equal footing. The IBL effect on QW injection can be different for all active QWs,
depending on the balance between the carrier capture and intra-QW recombination rates, with capture
rates for each type of carrier strongly affected by the adjacent IBLs. These considerations, however,
require more extensive study and are beyond the means of this Communication which is intended
only to illustrate the versatility of the IBL concept, and does not provide an ultimate design or final
solution to the problem of MQW injection.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, intermediate carrier blocking layers (IBLs) incorporated into the multi-quantum-well
active region of III-nitride light-emitting structure represent a versatile active region design element,
combining both compositional and doping degrees of freedom. IBLs with optimal design allow
efficient control over the carrier injection distribution across the LED active region to match the
application-specific injection characteristics. This approach has been exemplified in this work by MQW
IBL LED design with three identical quantum wells, blue or green-emitting, uniformly populated at
LED operational currents. We also illustrate the IBL design flexibility by demonstrating the possibility
of white-color emission from similar designed three-QW IBL active region comprised of blue, green,
and red-emitting QWs.

5. Patents

US Patent Application #15173517 filed 6/6/2016.
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